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A view of Don and Donna Grogg's home Sunday July 28, 2014 in Kerrville, Tx.

KERRVILLE — Two passions present themselves immediately at Don and Donna Grogg's home: The owners like wine, and
they appreciate the Hill Country.
The Groggs’ stone house bends gently along a high ridge to maximize views of distant hills and the steep canyon that
drops off just beyond the patio. Windows in almost every room — even the second-floor master bathroom shower —
frame treetop views of the unspoiled land.
A pool with an infinity edge appears to spill into the valley. A tree sculpted of copper sprouts from the pool. The
sculpture, created by Seguin artist Brenda Wiederkehr, gently rains droplets into the water, an especially refreshing sight
and sound in summer.
Only the elevator and wine room don’t showcase the Hill Country vistas.
The empty nesters moved from Houston to the Hill Country about five years ago, and they drew inspiration for their
home from a trip to Monte San Quirico, Italy. Don told masons he wanted stonework to have the random look of a
house built in the 1800s. The craftsmen started over four times before getting in sync with his vision.
The same random rock pattern carries to interior walls, where roof tiles and 50 wine bottles are interspersed with
stones. In most cases only the bottoms, or punts, of the wine bottles show. But whole bottles from two favorite wineries
get special places among the rocks.
Brick outlines on the fireplace wall suggest windows that have been covered over. “We tell everyone that’s where we
added on to the house,” Don said.
Salvaged materials help give the new house a rustic feel.

Floors of red and white oak came from a Kentucky barn. Placing the flooring took eight weeks, Donna said, as the
craftsman chose each plank to complement the one it abutted. The two types of wood wear their dark stain differently,
creating a time-worn effect.
Above the fireplace is a mantel made from wood salvaged from a circa-1820 tobacco-drying barn in Virginia. The Groggs
had a hearth fashioned from two karst limestone boulders from their property. Other timber from the Virginia barn
serve as beams on the front porch, and American spruce beams support the large spans in the two-story-high living and
dining area.
The high ceiling in the entryway allows plenty of room for a large chandelier inspired by one Donna saw at Restoration
Hardware. The couple had one made from a wine barrel from Vincent Arroyo Winery, one of Don’s favorite wineries in
the Napa Valley.
The temperature-controlled wine room is stocked mainly with California wines, and it’s fitted with a cork floor for
cushion in case a bottle is dropped. Racks provide space for about 1,200 bottles, and the room is stocked with about
1,100. “I’ve got one bottle of cooking wine. Everything else is drinkable,” Don said.
The Groggs opted to have an elevator installed across from the wine room to access the second-floor master suite and
their offices. The cost of putting it in as the house was built was about $2,400, far less than retrofitting if a need arose.
For convenience, they included a laundry chute to drop clothes from the master bath to the first-floor laundry room.
Don travels with his job selling pumps used in the environmental and chemical industries, and he enjoys coming home.
“When I come home, I’m on vacation,” he said. “We’ve got the pool. We’ve got the view. We’ve got a cellar full of wine.”
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